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In this paper, we substantially solve an open problem proposed by Alan Lair for the system
of the form ∆u = p(|x|)vα and ∆v = q(|x|)uβ , (x ∈ Rn(n > 3)) in the sense that, we find
more general conditions on f , g in order to obtain an analog existence result as for the
particular case f (s) = sα and g (s) = sβ treated in [A. Lair, A necessary and sufficient
condition for the existence of large solutions to sublinear elliptic systems, J. Math. Anal.
Appl. 365 (2010) 103–108].
© 2012 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
Recently, Lair [1] has considered the elliptic system
∆u = p(|x|)vα,
∆v = q(|x|)uβ , x ∈ Rn (n > 3)
lim|x|→∞
u (x) = lim|x|→∞ v (x) = ∞ (i.e. u, v are large)
(1.1)
where 0 < α ≤ 1, 0 < β ≤ 1, p and q are nonnegative continuous functions on Rn, and proved that the necessary and
sufficient condition for the existence of solutions to the sublinear elliptic system (1.1) is that the functions p and q satisfy ∞
0
tp(t)

t2−n
 t
0
sn−3Q (s)ds
α
dt = ∞, (1.2)
 ∞
0
tq(t)

t2−n
 t
0
sn−3P(s)ds
β
dt = ∞, (1.3)
where P(r) =  r0 τp(τ )dτ and Q (r) =  r0 τq(τ )dτ . And then, Lair [2] extended the result of [1] to a more general case by
merely requiring αβ ≤ 1, and showed that if αβ > 1, then (1.1) has a solution if either (1.2) or (1.3) fails to hold, i.e., p and
q satisfy (at least) one of the conditions ∞
0
tp(t)

t2−n
 t
0
sn−3Q (s)ds
α
dt <∞, (1.4)
 ∞
0
tq(t)

t2−n
 t
0
sn−3P(s)ds
β
dt <∞. (1.5)
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It is well known [3–6] that in the superlinear case, system (1.1) has large radial solutions if p and q satisfy
(a)
 ∞
0
rp(r)dr = ∞, (b)
 ∞
0
rq(r)dr = ∞, (1.6)
while for the sublinear case the system (1.1) has no large radial solution if both p and q fail to satisfy condition (1.6), i.e.,
(c)
 ∞
0
rp(r)dr <∞, (d)
 ∞
0
rq(r)dr <∞. (1.7)
Lair [1] extended previous works [3–6] and the results obtained include all the known results and also cover the case where
p and q satisfy a mix of conditions (a) and (d) or (b) and (c). Especially, the results given in [2] seem more appropriate to
make the sublinear/superlinear distinction for system (1.1) not on the basis of the individual values of α and β as [1], but on
the value of the product αβ; i.e., system (1.1) is sublinear if αβ ≤ 1 and superlinear if αβ > 1. Furthermore, the appropriate
conditions on p and q do not lie in their individual behavior (as in (1.6) and (1.7)), but in their joint behavior as in (1.2)–(1.5).
In [1], Lair also posed an open problem.
Proposition 1. It remains unknown as to whether an analogous result holds for the system
∆u = p(|x|)f (v),
∆v = q(|x|)g(u), x ∈ Rn (n > 3), (1.8)
where f and g satisfy, for example, ∞
1
 t
0
f (s) ds
−1/2
dt =
 ∞
1
 t
0
g (s) ds
−1/2
dt = ∞ (1.9)
or the condition ∞
1
1
f (t)
dt =
 ∞
1
1
g (t)
dt = ∞. (1.10)
That is, it is unknown whether an analogous result holds for the system (1.8) under suitable conditions as (1.9), (1.10)
or others. For this open problem, we have the first result in the existence theory of solutions for (1.1) in the papers of
Li et al. [7] (in the semilinear case) and Covei [8] (in the quasilinear case) under some suitable conditions of the form (1.10).
It is remarkable that no necessary conditions have been obtained in these two papers. Also, looking Ref. [9] it is easy to see
that the condition (1.10) implies (1.9). Thus it is interesting to study this problem under conditions of the form (1.9). Then,
later Covei [10] (for more general semilinear elliptic systems that considered here) obtained a necessary condition and a
sufficient condition for a positive radial solution to be large under some suitable conditions to f , g of the form (1.9), thus
giving such a first answer to the problem stated by Alan Lair. Also he indicated some references which showed that such
problems are motivated by physical phenomena.
In this paper, we prove that the elliptic system (1.8) (where the nonnegative functions p and q are continuous onRN with
m (r) := min {p (r) , q (r)} and do not have compact support, and there exist two positive parameters α, β which satisfy
αβ ≤ 1 and are such that f , g satisfy certain appropriate growth conditions of the form [11]) has a positive entire large
radial solution if and only if the functions p and q satisfy (1.2) and (1.3). It is important to point out that our work not only
extends the results of [1,2] and other previous existence results for both a single equation and a system of equations, but
also covers those ‘mixed’ cases of the superlinear and sublinear, which have not been resolved in the previous works.
2. Main results
As in [2], we define the functions P , Q , G, H as follows:
P(r) =
 r
0
τp(τ )dτ , G(r) =
 r
0
t1−n
 t
0
sn−1p(s)dsdt = r2−n
 r
0
tn−3P(t)dt,
Q (r) =
 r
0
τq(τ )dτ , H(r) =
 r
0
t1−n
 t
0
sn−1q(s)dsdt = r2−n
 r
0
tn−3Q (t)dt.
(2.11)
By L’Hôpital’s rule we obtain
lim
r→∞G(r) = ∞ is equivalent to limr→∞ P(r) = ∞, limr→∞H(r) = ∞ is equivalent to limr→∞Q (r) = ∞. (2.12)
For convenience in presentation, we list here an assumption to be used later in the paper.
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(H) f , g are continuous positive and non-decreasing functions on (0,∞) and there exist m,M real numbers and α, β > 0
with α · β ≤ 1 such that
M := max

sup
s>0
f (s)
sα
, sup
s>0
g (s)
sβ

<∞ (2.13)
and
m := min

inf
s>0
f (s)
sα
, inf
s>0
g(s)
sβ

> 0. (2.14)
Remark 1. The condition (H) is suggested by the paper of Ghergu and Rădulescu [11] and includes a large number of
functions, particularly covers thosemixed cases of the superlinear and sublinear, like (i). Some basic examples of f , g which
satisfy (H) are the following.
(i) f (s) =mi=1 aisαi , g(s) =mi=1 bisβi , where max1≤i≤n{αi} ·max1≤i≤n{βi} ≤ 1, αi, βi > 0, i = 1, 2, . . . , n.
(ii) f (s) = sk
1+sk + sl, 0 < k ≤ l, g(s) =

a+mi=1 aisµi 1µ , where a, ai, µi(i = 1, 2, . . . ,m) are positive constants, and
µ ≥ min1≤i≤m{µi}, l ·max1≤i≤m{µi} ≤ µ.
(iii) f (s) = ln 1+ 11+s (s+1) + sα, α ≥ 1, g(s) = (1+ s)γ , 0 < γ ≤ 1α .
(iv) f (s) = ln(1+ s)+ s2, g(s) = s 14 + s 34 .
Theorem 1. If (H) holds, then system (1.8) has a positive entire large radial solution (u, v) if and only if the functions p and q
satisfy both (1.2) and (1.3).
Remark 2. By [1,2], we note that if p and q satisfy (1.7), then they also satisfy both (1.4) and (1.5), and likewise, if they satisfy
(1.6), then they also satisfy (1.2) and (1.3). In both cases, however, the converse is not true.
Proof of Theorem 1. We start by showing that (1.8) has a positive radial solution. For this purpose we fix a ≥ 1 and we
show that the system
u′′ + n− 1
r
u′ = p(r)f (v(r)), r > 0,
v′′ + n− 1
r
v′ = q(r)g(u(r)), r > 0,
u′, v′ ≥ 0 on [0,∞), u(0) = a > 0, v(0) = a > 0,
(2.15)
has solutions (u, v).We also remark from the following proof that (1.8) has a positive radial solution for any choice a ≤ 1, but
for simplicity of the proof, we omit that case. (Here we also clarify that the results remain valid for general initial conditions
(u(0), v(0)) = (a, b) for any choice a > 0, b > 0 from Lair [1,2].)
It follows from αβ ≤ 1 that either α ≤ 1 or β ≤ 1. In view of this, to find a positive solution for the considered system
we consider only the case β ≤ 1 since the proof for α ≤ 1 is similar. Now, integrating (2.15) we have
u(r) = a+
 r
0
t1−n
 t
0
sn−1p(s)f (v(s))dsdt,
v(r) = a+
 r
0
t1−n
 t
0
sn−1q(s)g(u(s))dsdt, ∀r ≥ 0.
(2.16)
By using (2.16), we will generate a positive non-decreasing sequence {(uk, vk)}, which is bounded above on [0, R] for fixed
R > 0. To do this, let {uk}k≥0 and {vk}k≥0 be sequences of positive continuous functions defined on [0,∞) by
u0(r) = a, v0(r) = a,
uk(r) = a+
 r
0
t1−n
 t
0
sn−1p(s)f (vk−1(s))dsdt,
vk(r) = a+
 r
0
t1−n
 t
0
sn−1q(s)g(uk−1(s))dsdt, ∀r ≥ 0.
(2.17)
Obviously, for all r ≥ 0, we have
uk(r) ≥ a, vk(r) ≥ a, u0 ≤ u1, v0 ≤ v1.
The monotonicity of f and g yields
u1(r) = a+
 r
0
t1−n
 t
0
sn−1p(s)f (v0(s))dsdt ≤ a+
 r
0
t1−n
 t
0
sn−1p(s)f (v1(s))dsdt = u2(r),
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and also v1(r) ≤ v2(r), r ≥ 0. Repeating such arguments we deduce that
uk(r) ≤ uk+1(r), vk(r) ≤ vk+1(r), r ≥ 0, k ≥ 1.
Thus {uk}k≥0, {vk}k≥0 are non-decreasing sequences on [0,∞).
On the other hand, note that a ≤ vk so that the second equation in (2.17) yields
uk (r) = a+
 r
0
t1−n
 t
0
sn−1p (s) f (vk−1) dsdt = a+
 r
0
t1−n
 t
0
sn−1p (s)
f (vk−1)
vαk−1
vαk−1dsdt
≤ a+M
 r
0
t1−n
 t
0
sn−1p (s) vαk−1 (s) dsdt ≤ (1+M)

vk (r)+
 r
0
t1−n
 t
0
sn−1p (s) vαk−1dsdt

≤ (1+M) vk (r)+ G (r) vαk (r) (2.18)
which, when being substituted into the third equation of (2.17) and applying elementary estimates, gives
vk(r) = a+
 r
0
t1−n
 t
0
sn−1q(s)g(uk−1(s))dsdt ≤ a+
 r
0
t1−n
 t
0
sn−1q(s)
g(uk(s))
uβk (s)
uβk (s)dsdt
≤ a+M (1+M)β
 r
0
t1−n
 t
0
sn−1q(s)

vk(s)+ G(s)vαk (s)
β dsdt
≤ a+M (1+M)β
 r
0
t1−n
 t
0
sn−1q(s)

v
β
k (s)+ Gβ(s)vαβk (s)

dsdt
≤ a+ M (1+M)
β
n− 2
 r
0

1− t
n−2
rn−2

tq(t)

v
β
k (t)+ Gβ(t)vαβk (t)

dt
≤ a+M (1+M)β
 r
0
tq(t)

1+ Gβ(t) vk(t)dt.
Let L(t) ≡ M (1+M)β tq(t)(1+ Gβ(t)), Gronwall’s inequality now gives
vk(r) ≤ a

1+
 r
0
L(t) exp
 r
t
L(s)ds

dt

. (2.19)
However, (2.19) admits the estimate
vk(r) ≤ a

1+
 R
0
L(t) exp
 R
t
L(s)ds

dt

<∞.
Thus the sequence {vk} is bounded on [0, R] and hence converges to a function v. Since R was arbitrary, we get the
convergence of {vk} to v for all r ≥ 0. Consequently inequality (2.18) yields that the sequence {uk} is also bounded on
bounded intervals and hence convergent for all r ≥ 0. Let u = limk→+∞ uk. It is clear that (u, v) is an entire solution of
(2.15) and therefore an entire solution of (1.8).
We now assume that p and q satisfy (1.2) and (1.3), and show that the solution (u, v) is large. It is clear that (1.6)(a) or
(1.6)(b)must hold.We assume,with no loss of generality, that (1.6)(a) holds. Thuswe get immediately from an easy estimate
u(r) ≥ a+ f (a)
 r
0
t1−n
 t
0
sn−1p(s)dsdt, (2.20)
which implies that u(r)→∞ as r →∞ by (2.12).
On the other hand, by (2.16) and (H), we have
u(r) = a+
 r
0
t1−n
 t
0
sn−1p(s)f (v(s))dsdt ≥ f (a)
 r
0
t1−n
 t
0
sn−1p(s)dsdt.
Substituting the above into the second equation in (2.16) and using integration by parts, we obtain
v(r) ≥ a+
 r
0
t1−n
 t
0
sn−1q(s)g

f (a)
 s
0
ξ 1−n
 ξ
0
τ n−1p(τ )dτdξ

dsdt
≥ a+mf β(a)
 r
0
t1−n
 t
0
sn−1q(s)
 s
0
ξ 1−n
 ξ
0
τ n−1p(τ )dτdξ
β
dsdt
= a+mf β(a)
 r
0
d
dt
t2−n
 t
0
sn−1q(s)
 s
0
ξ 1−n
 ξ
0
τ n−1p(τ )dτdξ
β
dsdt
≥ a+ mf
β(a)
n− 2
 r
0

1− t
n−2
rn−2

tq(t)Gβ(t)dt ≥ a+ mf
β(a)
n− 2

1− 1
2n−2
 r
2
0
tq(t)Gβ(t)dt.
From (1.3) and the definition of G, we know limr→∞
 r
2
0 tq(t)G
β(t)dt = ∞ and hence v(r)→∞ as r →∞.
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To prove the converse, suppose (u, v) is a positive entire radial solution of (1.8), and at least one of the inequalities (1.2)
or (1.3) does not hold. With no loss of generality, we assume (1.3) fails to hold, i.e., ∞
0
tq(t)

t2−n
 t
0
sn−3P(s)ds
β
dt <∞. (2.21)
We show that v is bounded, so (u, v) cannot be large. As (u, v) is a positive entire radial solution of (1.8), they satisfy the
system
u(r) = u (0)+
 r
0
t1−n
 t
0
sn−1p(s)f (v(s))dsdt, (2.22)
v(r) = v (0)+
 r
0
t1−n
 t
0
sn−1q(s)g(u(s))dsdt. (2.23)
Since u′ ≥ 0, Eq. (2.22) yields
u(r) = u (0)+
 r
0
t1−n
 t
0
sn−1p(s)
f (v(s))
vα(s)
vα(s)dsdt
≤ u (0)+M
 r
0
t1−n
 t
0
sn−1p(s)vα(s)dsdt
≤ u (0)+MG(r)vα(r).
Substituting the above into the second equation of (2.16) gives
v(r) ≤ v (0)+
 r
0
t1−n
 t
0
sn−1q(s)g (u (0)+MG(s)vα(s)) dsdt
≤ v (0)+M
 r
0
t1−n
 t
0
sn−1q(s)

uβ (0)+MβGβ(s)vαβ(s) dsdt
= v (0)+ M
n− 2
 r
0

1− t
n−2
rn−2

tq(t)

uβ (0)+MβGβ(t)vαβ(t) dt
≤ v (0)+ M
n− 2
 r
0
tq(t)

uβ (0)+MβGβ(t)vαβ(t) dt
= v (0)+ Mu
β (0)
n− 2
 r
0
tq(t)dt + M
β+1
n− 2
 r
0
tq(t)Gβ(t)vαβ(t)dt. (2.24)
Since v is increasing and αβ ≤ 1, we know v (0) ≤ v(r) and hence vαβ−1 (0) v(r) ≥ vαβ(r). Using this in the previous
inequality (2.24) it gives
v(r) ≤ v (0)+ Mu
β (0)
n− 2
 r
0
tq(t)dt + M
β+1
n− 2
 r
0
tq(t)Gβ(t)vαβ(t)dt
≤ v (0)+ Mu
β (0)
n− 2
 r
0
tq(t)dt + M
β+1vαβ−1 (0)
n− 2
 r
0
tq(t)Gβ(t)v(t)dt
≤ C1 + C2
 r
0
tq(t)Gβ(t)v(t)dt,
where
C1 = v (0)+ Mu
β (0)
n− 2
 ∞
0
tq(t)dt <∞,
since the integral is finite by (2.21), and C2 = Mβ+1vαβ−1(0)n−2 . Now letK(t) = C2tq(t)Gβ(t), then by usingGronwall’s inequality,
we have
v(r) ≤ C1

1+
 r
0
K(t) exp
 r
t
K(s)ds

dt

. (2.25)
However,
∞
0 K(t)dt <∞ by (2.21), and so (2.25) admits the estimate
v(r) ≤ C1

1+
 ∞
0
K(t)dt

exp
 ∞
0
K(s)ds

dt

<∞. (2.26)
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The inequalities (2.21) and (2.26) imply that v is bounded. Hence (u, v) cannot be large and the necessity result of Theorem1
holds.
Using a similar method of [2], we have an analogous result as [2] for αβ > 1.
Theorem 2. If the following conditions hold:
(H∗) f , g are positive and non-decreasing continuous functions on (0,∞) and there exist m,M real numbers and α, β > 0with
α · β > 1 such that
M := max

sup
s>0
f (s)
sα
, sup
s>0
g (s)
sβ

<∞

or more stronger
M := max

sup
s≥ε>0
f (s)
sα
, sup
s≥ε>0
g (s)
sβ

<∞ for some ε > 0

and
m := min

inf
s>0
f (s)
sα
, inf
s>0
g(s)
sβ

> 0,
then system (1.8) has a positive entire large solution (u, v) if the functions p and q satisfy either (1.4) or (1.5).
Proof. Imitating the method of [2] and combining the proof of Theorem 1, we can complete the proof of Theorem 2, so we
omit it.
In the end of this work we also remark that the extension of the above results to the nonlinearities depending on the
gradient term |∇·| studied in [8,11–13] requires some further nontrivialmodifications and the reader can try to obtain results
in our direction.We also anticipate that themethods and concepts here can be extended to the systemswith (p, q)-Laplacian
as considered by Hamydy et al. [12].
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